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Atomic optical filters such as Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filters

(FADOFs) or similar technologies can achieve very narrow optical bandwidth

close to the scale of atomic linewidth, which can be greatly reduced in cold

atoms. However, limited by the number of cold atoms and the size of the

cold atomic cloud, the number of atoms interacting with the laser is

reduced, and the transmission remains as low as 2%. In this work, we

introduce the optical pumping into the cold atomic optical filter to solve

this problem. Circular polarized optical pumping can produce polarization of

the atomic ensemble and induce dichromatic as well as the Faraday rotation.

We demonstrate a cold-atom optical filter which operates on the 87Rb 52S1/2
(F=2) to 52P3/2 (F′=2) transition at 780 nm. The filter achieves an ultranarrow

bandwidth of 6.6(4) MHz, and its peak transmission is 15.6%, which is nearly

14 times higher than that of the cold-atom optical filter realized by Faraday

magneto-optic effect. This scheme can be extended to almost all kinds of

atomic optical filters and may find applications in self-stabilizing laser and

active optical clock.
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1 Introduction

Atomic optical filter is a device that uses the spectral characteristics of atomic

resonance transition to achieve filtering function. It is mainly divided into two

categories: Atomic resonance filter [1–4] (ARF) and optical rotation effect-based filter

[5, 6] (such as Faraday anomalous dispersion optical filter [7, 8], FADOF). With the

advantages of high peak transmission [9–12], narrow bandwidth [13–16], and excellent

out-of-band suppression [17], the atomic optical filter can extract weak narrowband light

signal from strong background light noise (including sunlight, scattered light, and

artificial light, etc.). At present, it has played a key role in the fields of optical

communication [18, 19], lidar [20, 21], and self-stabilizing laser [22, 23].

The induced-dichroism-excited atomic line filter [24] (IDEALF) is a novel rotation-based

filter. Due to the reverse transmission of probe laser and pump laser, only atoms with very

narrow velocity groups can be excited to participate in the filtering process, which effectively
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reduces the influence of Doppler broadening on the filter. Therefore,

many studies use this induced dichroism principle [25] to narrow

the filter’s bandwidth. For example, these works, Refs. [26–30], on

FADOF have improved the FADOF bandwidth from ~ 200MHz

down to ~ 20MHz over the past two decades. However, it is still

difficult to narrow the transmitted bandwidth of filters based on

thermal atoms to the order of natural linewidth.

To overcome the Doppler effect caused by atomic motion

and other factors related to atomic velocity in the process of

interaction between light and atoms, the cold-atom FADOF has

been studied [31]. By using laser cooling technology to slow

down atoms, so as to reduce the influence of Doppler effect, they

finally realized an ultranarrow-bandwidth cold-atom FADOF

with bandwidth close to the natural linewidth of atomic

transition. However, there is also a problem with the above

research scheme, that is, the transmission is greatly sacrificed

while the bandwidth of FADOF is narrowed. This is mainly

because in the FADOF realized by thermal-atom scheme, the

number of atoms in the vapor cell can reach 1012, while in the

FADOF realized by cold-atom scheme, the number of cold atoms

trapped by laser cooling technology is only about 108. Although

the density of the two gas atoms is approximately the same, the

length of laser traveling in the cold atommedium is much shorter

than that of the thermal atom. The decrease in the number of

atoms interacting with the laser is detrimental to the atomic

optical filter’s transmission. Therefore, how to improve the

transmission as much as possible while ensuring the

ultranarrow-bandwidth of FADOF is the key to current research.

2 Theory

In this study, the laser cooling technology is also used to

narrow the atomic filter’s bandwidth, but it is combined with the

optical pumping technology [32, 33]. Different from the previous

purpose of narrowing the transmitted bandwidth, we use the

induced dichroism to improve the transmission of cold-atom

optical filter. The relevant energy levels are shown in Figure 1.

When the σ+ circularly polarized pump laser is applied to the

cold atoms, an asymmetric distribution of atoms will be

constructed on the ground state magnetic sublevels. Thus, the

left and right circularly polarized components of linearly

polarized incident laser have different refractive indices. For

thin atomic vapor, the refractive index of the incident laser

can be expressed as [34]:

n δ( ) � 1 − ρ
6π
k3

δ/Γ
1 + 4 δ/Γ( )2

. (1)

Here, ρ is the density of gas atoms, k � 2π
λ is the wave number

in vacuum, δ is the detuning between the incident laser and the

central frequency of the atoms, and Γ is the natural linewidth of

atomic transition. The polarization direction of linearly polarized

probe laser will rotate after passing through the atomic medium.

The rotation angle can be simply expressed as ϕ = π(n+−n−)L/λ,

where L is the length of the atomic medium, λ is the probe laser

wavelength, n+ and n− are the refractive indices of σ+ and σ−

circularly polarized light components in linearly polarized probe

laser.

σ δ( ) � 3λ2

2π
1

1 + 4 δ/Γ( )2
. (2)

The atoms also have absorption effect on incident laser. The

effective atomic absorption cross-section can be defined as Eq. 2.

α(δ) = ρσ(δ) is the absorption coefficient. Then, the transmission

of the filter can be written as [8, 25]:

T � 1
2
exp −�αL( ) cosh ΔαL( ) − cos 2ϕ( )[ ]. (3)

where �α � 1
2 (α+ + α−) is the mean absorption coefficient, Δα �

1
2 (α+ − α−) is the circular dichroism, α+ and α− are the absorption

coefficients of σ+ and σ− circularly polarized light components in

linearly polarized probe laser. Due to the asymmetric population

of atoms, only the σ− circularly polarized light component in the

linearly polarized probe laser can be absorbed, while the σ+

component is almost not (induced dichroism). The large

difference in detuning (δ) between σ+ and σ− results in the

difference in refractive indices (n+ and n−) and absorption

coefficients (α+ and α−), according to Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

Consequently, the rotation angle ϕ and circular dichroism Δα
will increase, leading to an enhanced transmission, calculated

from Eq. 3. Here, it is important to note that the maximum

magnetic quantum number of the probe laser’s upper working

energy level cannot be greater than that of the lower working

energy level.

Corresponding to the actual working conditions of the

experiment, when the cold atomic vapor density is 2 × 1010/

cm3 and the cold atomic cloud diameter is 2 mm, we obtain the

FIGURE 1
Relevant 87Rb energy levels of cold-atom optical filter
enhanced by optical pumping. The cooling laser has a red
detuning of 15 MHz to the transition frequency of F=2→ F′=3. The
frequency of the repumping laser refers to the F=1 →
F′=2 transition. The frequencies of σ+ circularly polarized pump
laser and linearly polarized probe laser both refer to the F=2 →
F′=2 transition.
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theoretical simulation results shown in Figure 2. The filter

displays a single 6.8 MHz passband at a peak transmission of

28.4%. This bandwidth is slightly wider than the natural

linewidth of atomic transition (6.1 MHz) because we take into

account the effects of saturation broadening and residual

Doppler broadening. Cold-atom optical filtering enhanced by

optical pumping has another advantage, that is, its optical

rotation is induced by optical pumping to bring an

asymmetric population of atoms on the ground state Zeeman

sublevels, rather than the sublevel splitting by a magnetic field.

Therefore, it does not need an additional uniform magnetic field,

which is a technical innovation different from the previous cold-

atom FADOF.

3 Experimental setup and methods

The scheme of the experimental setup is presented in

Figure 3. The first step of our study is to prepare cold 87Rb

atoms by magneto-optical trap (MOT). We lock the cooling

laser and repumping laser to F=2 → F′=3 and F=1 →
F′=1 transitions using the standard saturated absorption

spectroscopy technique. Then, we red-detune the former by

15 MHz for cooling and blue-detune the latter towards

F′=2 for repumping. After frequency stabilization, the

cooling and repumping lasers are combined and then

divided into six beams with the same power, which are

injected into the optical windows of the vacuum system in

pairs (The power of each cooling laser is about 6 mW, and

each repumping laser is about 1.5 mW, the diameter of each

laser beam is about 10 mm). The vacuum system (vacuum

level: 2 × 10−9 Torr) contains thin 87Rb atomic vapor. The

gradient magnetic field of MOT is provided by a pair of coils

with current in opposite directions. Finally, we trap around

2 × 108 atoms in the MOT with a temperature of around

200 μK. The diameter of the cold atomic cloud is about 2 mm,

the density of the cold atomic vapor is about 1010/cm3.

Next, we carry out the construction of cold-atom optical

filter and its pump light path and probe light path. Using the

modulation transfer spectrum (MTS) frequency stabilization

technology, the 780 nm probe laser is locked to the F=2 →
F′=3 transition, and then red-shifted 267 MHz to F′=2 by an

acousto-optic modulator (AOM). After frequency

stabilization, the probe laser is firstly transmitted to the

neutral density filter (NDF) to adjust the laser power.

Then, it passes through the cold atomic cloud trapped in

the vacuum system, a pair of Glan-Taylor prisms (GTPs) with

orthogonal polarization direction, and then enters the photo-

electric detector (PD), which measures the transmitted signal

of the cold-atom optical filter. On the other side, a beam is

divided from the 780 nm cooling laser, it is used as the pump

laser for this study, and its frequency is adjusted to the F=2→
F′=2 transition by an AOM. This pump laser passes through a

half-wave plate (HWP), a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), a

pair of plane-convex lenses (L1 and L2), and a quarter-wave

plate (QWP), then reflected by a mirror with reflectivity of

10% and transmission of 90% (M’). The reflected pump laser

overlaps with the probe laser in reverse and passes through

FIGURE 2
Calculated (A) rotation angle and (B) transmission versus
probe laser detuning (corresponding to F=2 → F′=2 transition).
The cold atomic vapor density is 2 × 1010/cm3, the cold atomic
cloud diameter is 2 mm.

FIGURE 3
(A) Schematic of the experimental setup. NDF: neutral density
filter; GT: Glan-Taylor prism; PD: photo-electric detector; L1 and
L2: plane-convex lenses; QWP: quarter-wave plate; M’: mirror
with reflectivity of 10% and transmission of 90%; MOT:
magneto-optical trap. The gradient magnetic field coils and
geomagnetic field compensation coils of MOT are not shown in
figure. (B) Relevant time sequence diagram of the experiment.
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the cold atomic cloud trapped in the vacuum system. Here,

HWP and PBS are used to adjust the pump laser power and

turn the pump laser into a pure linearly polarized light.

L1 and L2 are used to expand the pump laser beam, letting

the pump laser completely contains cold atomic cloud when

passing through the vacuum system, so as to improve the

efficiency of optical pumping. QWP is used to convert the

linearly polarized pump laser into a standard σ+ circularly

polarized pump laser.

4 Results and analysis

Setting 2 s as a cycle, the MOT (cooling laser and gradient

magnetic field) is switched off at 1.5 s. Then, after a time interval of

1 ms, turn off the pump laser and immediately turn on the probe

laser tomeasure the transmitted signal of the cold-atomoptical filter.

The repumping laser is kept on during the whole cooling and

pumping process, in order to return the atoms from F=1 to F=2. The

AOM placed on the probe light path can be used for fast switching

the probe laser. Under the experimental conditions shown in

Table 1, we use the above AOM to generate frequency detuning

near the probe laser resonance frequency, discretely measure the

transmission values at multiple frequency points, and then draw

them in combination. Thus, the transmission spectrum of the cold-

atom optical filter which operates on the F=2 → F′=2 transition is

obtained (see the black square points in Figure 4). Using Lorentz

fitting (blue curve), it can be concluded that the transmitted

bandwidth of the cold-atom optical filter realized by optical

pumpingmethod is 6.6(4)MHz, and the peak transmission is 15.6%.

We also measure the transmission spectrum of the cold-atom

optical filter realized by Faraday magneto-optical effect under the

same transition. The pump laser is blocked during the whole

process. The homogeneous magnetic field (around 4 Gs) along

the probe laser direction is generated by a pair of energized coils.

TABLE 1 Power, Beam diameter, and polarization of the Cooling,
Repumping, Pump, and Probe lasers.

Power Beam
diameter (mm)

Polarization

Cooling laser 6 mW/beam 10 σ+ and σ−

Repumping
laser

1.5 mW/
beam

10 σ+ and σ−

Pump laser 1.5 mW 8 σ+

Probe laser 3 μW 1 linearly
polarized

FIGURE 4
Transmission spectrum of the cold-atom optical filter
(corresponding to F=2→ F′=2 transition). The black square points
represent the transmission spectrum of the cold-atom optical
filter realized by optical pumping method. The red circular
points represent the transmission spectrum of the cold-atom
optical filter realized by Faraday magneto-optical effect. The blue
and red curves are the Lorentz fitting curves respectively. Each
point is obtained by averaging 20 measurements.

TABLE 2 Peak transmission, ENBW, and FOM parameters for different filters.

Element Line Peak transmission (%) ENBW FOM (GHz−1) References

Na D2 90.69 6.95 GHz 0.13 [36]

Na D2 86.17 5.05 GHz 0.17 [38]

K D1 94.92 3.22 GHz 0.29 [39]

Cs D2 78.69 1.55 GHz 0.51 [16]

Cs D1 76.77 0.96 GHz 0.8 [16]

85Rb D1 55.63 3.92 GHz 0.14 [40]

Rb D2 89.30 2.53 GHz 0.35 [17]

Rb D2 68.46 0.42 GHz 1.63 [37]

87Rb D2 15.60 6.6(4) MHz 23.6 This work
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We still keep the MOT off at 1.5 s, then turn on the probe laser

and homogeneous magnetic field at 1.501 s to measure the cold-

atom FADOF’s transmitted signal. According to the same data

recording and processing method, we get the transmission

spectrum, seeing the red circular points in Figure 4, the red

curve is its Lorentz fitting curve. From the comparison, it can be

clearly seen that the cold-atom optical filters implemented by the

two different schemes all have an ultranarrow bandwidth close to

the natural linewidth of atomic transition. However, the peak

transmission of the cold-atom optical filter realized by optical

pumping method (15.6%) is nearly 14 times higher than that of

the cold-atom optical filter realized by Faraday magneto-optical

effect (1.14%), which is a significant progress made in this study.

Apart from narrow bandwidth and high peak transmission,

figure of merit [35, 36] (FOM) is another important quality measure

for the filter, defined as FOM = Tmax/ENBW. Tmax is the maximum

transmission of the filter, ENBW = ∫T(])d]/Tmax is the equivalent

noise bandwidth, and ] is the optical frequency. After calculation,

the cold-atom optical filter realized by optical pumping method in

this study has a FOM value of 23.6 GHz−1, which is 14 times larger

than the largest FOMachieved by thermal vapor atomic optical filter

published to date [37]. Here, we list the peak transmission, ENBW,

and FOM parameters for a variety of filters given in the literature, as

shown in Table 2.

To investigate the influence of pump laser power on the peak

transmission of cold-atom optical filter, we vary its power under the

probe laser power kept at 3 μW. From Figure 5A, it can be seen that

the transmission increases with the pump laser power and reaches

the maximum when the pump laser power is 1 mW. After that,

continue to increase the pump laser power, due to the pump laser

exerts a greater force on the cold atoms, resulting in the diffusion and

displacement of cold atomic cloud (see the upper right inset in

Figure 5A), the transmission of the cold-atom optical filter decreases

rapidly. Figure 5B shows that when the pump laser power is 1 mW,

the intensity of the transmitted signal gradually becomes saturated

with the increase of the probe laser power. Since the intensity of the

incident laser increases linearly with the probe laser power, the

measured transmission points show a trend of first increasing and

then decreasing [31, 41]. From the green fitting curve, we can

conclude that when the probe laser power is about 2 μW, the

transmission of the filter reaches a maximum.

Finally, we use a simple and direct method to verify the effect of

optical pumping. Before the probe laser enters the cold-atom optical

filter, let it pass through a quarter-wave plate, which can convert the

linearly polarized probe laser into circularly polarized. Then,

removing the two GTPs and using the PD to receive the

absorption signal of trapped cold atoms. In combination with the

energy levels shown in Figure 1, rotating the above quarter-wave

plate, when the probe laser is σ− circularly polarized, it can be

absorbed by the atoms located on the ground state F=2, mF =

+2 level, making the atoms transition to the excited state F′=2,mF′ =

+1. However, when the probe laser is σ+ circularly polarized, because

there is no excited state energy level can transition, the absorption of

light by cold atoms will be greatly reduced.

Under different polarization states of the probe laser, the

absorptivity change actually measured in this study is shown in

Figure 6, which is indeed consistent with the above analysis. As

the probe laser polarization changes from σ− to σ+, the

FIGURE 5
(A) Dependence of the peak transmission on pump laser
power. The probe laser power is kept at 3 μW. The upper right inset
is an image of cold atomic cloud observed when the external
incident laser power is high. (B) Dependence of the
transmitted signal and peak transmission on probe laser power.
The pump laser power is kept at 1 mW, and the green curve is the
fitting curve of the green points.

FIGURE 6
Absorptivity as a function of the probe laser polarization state.
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absorptivity decreases gradually, and vice versa. If the optical

pumping does not work or the effect is not obvious, the atoms

will be evenly distributed on all the sublevels of the ground state

F=2, then there will be no significant difference in absorptivity. In

addition, it should be noted that when the probe laser

polarization is σ+, the absorptivity is still 50% instead of 0.

This may be because the optical pumping does not

accumulate all the atoms to F=2, mF = +2 level, and there are

still a small number of atoms distributed in other Zeeman

sublevels, which results in the absorption of σ+ circularly

polarized probe laser. And this is also the reason for the

deviation between the theoretical simulation “transmission”

and the experimental measurement “transmission”. But in any

case, this study achieves a good optical pumping effect, which

also greatly improves the transmission of the cold-atom optical

filter.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, using laser cooling and optical pumping

technologies, we demonstrate a cold-atom optical filter which

operates on the 87Rb F=2 → F′=2 transition at 780 nm, with an

ultranarrow bandwidth of 6.6(4)MHz and a peak transmission of

15.6%. The scheme we proposed effectively solves the problem of

the decrease of filter transmission due to the loss of atom number.

Experimental results show that, under the same transition, the

peak transmission of our achieved cold-atom optical filter

(15.6%) is nearly 14 times higher than that of the cold-atom

optical filter realized by Faraday magneto-optic effect (1.14%).

We can further improve the transmission of cold-atom

optical filter by increasing the optical thickness (OD), which is

specifically influenced by the density of gas atoms and the

length of atomic medium [42]. An ultranarrow-bandwidth

filter with high transmission might reveal active optical

frequency standard [43] without an additional locked pump

laser. In this case, the pump laser will not disturb the center

frequency of the output laser, which is determined by the

atomic transmission. Furthermore, trapping atoms in MOT

on chip [44, 45] can expand optical frequency standard’s

applications in the future, for its less cost and complexity.

And the problem of cold-atom filter operating in pulse mode

may be solved by using optical molasses to prepare cold atoms.

Finally, a cold-atom optical filter using narrower natural

linewidth has the potential to be applied in more

ultranarrow-bandwidth-required fields.
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